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!������"#—Refer to BMP950010
for bearing assembly parts. This procedure only covers bearing
housing replacement. Due to the exacting internal tolerances
bearing housings require, we do not recommend that you re-build
the bearing housing, but rather that it be returned to Milnor for
re-building or exchange. Have available the following items on
hand before replacing a bearing housing: bearing and fixture kit
KMBRGPULLR and cylinder puller kit PK10 0010 or equivalent,
(available from Milnor on a rental or purchase basis), loctite 242
and primer (or equivalents), a hoist, and a lifting sling. 

���$�����% —Referring to FIGURE 1, lower the motor
platform to loosen the final drive belt. Do not move the top nuts as
they are a reference when retightening bolts

� Drive wedges between the cylinder and the shell front at eight
places then clamp the cylinder to the shell front as shown in
FIGURE 2.

� Remove the cylinder retainer bolt (FIGURE 3), cover, spacer
and the two allen screws covering the puller mounting holes.
Mount hydraulic ram to the cylinder using the 7" positioning
bolt and kit plate as shown in Figure 4. Connect hydraulic pump
to ram.

� Remove 4 equally spaced bearing housing bolts. Replace these
bearing housing bolts with guide pins (FIGURE 11). The guide
pins support the loosened bearing housing until it can be
removed. Thread four bolts into the bearing push-off holes.

� Remove rear pulley bolts. Thread a bolt into rear of bearing
shaft to protect the threads from the pulling fixture bolt
(FIGURE 5). Install pulling fixture and remove pulley
(FIGURE 6).
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� Remove all remaining bearing bolts and turn each
push-off bolt about a quarter of a turn in order to
assist in bearing removal.

� Pump hydraulic ram to push the bearing housing
out of the mounting ring. Once housing is free of
the mounting ring, use the push-off bolts to
continue pushing the bearing housing along the
guide pins until the tapered hub is free from mounting ring.
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� Remove the electric fan (FIGURE 7).

� Mount eye-bolt on the bearing support fixture and place on top of the machine (FIGURE 7).
Disconnect grease lines from housing.

� Install hoist and sling (FIGURES 9, 10, and 11).
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� Use trichloroethene and light sanding to
remove old Loctite from mounting ring
surfaces. Retap mounting holes and blow out
with compressed air.

� Install new O-ring on bearing housing (Figure
12). Clean and de-burr mounting surfaces of
bearing housing and shaft hub.

� Position housing and shaft in machine. Make
sure the bottom of the housing (identified by
the drain slot) is on the bottom. 

� Install guide pins through the bearing housing
and into the mounting ring. Leave hoist and
strap attached until bearing is firmly mounted in mounting ring. Push the housing along the guide
pins into the mounting ring. Apply Loctite primer to each bearing bolt. Do not wipe clean. Apply
loctite 242 to primered bolts. Torque bolts to 1,018 foot-pounds (1,381 newton-meters).

� Install the key in the hub.
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Assemble the hydraulic ram as shown in Figure 13. Use the cylinder retainer bolt cover (Figure

3), and the 7" long positioning bolt from the cylinder puller kit. 

� Mount  hydraulic ram on the bearing hub and pressurize pump.

� Periodically stop during the pressing process and check how far
the cylinder has moved up the bearing hub. Stop pressing when
cylinder is 1/16-1/32" of an inch from end of the hub (Figure 14).
If the cylinder does not stop where indicated, and pushes flush with
the bearing taper, then check the bearing taper.
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